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WLD Summit to examine retaining and
advancing women in the legal profession
By Ron Cichowicz

The Women in Law Division (WLD)
of the Allegheny County Bar Association
intends to bring fresh perspectives to
issues surrounding the retention and
advancement of women in the legal
profession at its upcoming Summit.
The Summit will be held Tuesday,

August 27 at the Marriott City Center
in Pittsburgh. Registration opens at
8:30 a.m., with the program running
from 9:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.; a continental
breakfast and lunch are included.
While details are still being finalized,
the Summit organizers are promising
an agenda of interest to both men and
women attorneys with added emphasis
on executives, managing partners and
decision makers who can implement
change in their firms. 
“We continue to see many women

attorneys leaving our profession,”
said Jessica Albert, current WLD
chair. “We hope to provide data and
background on why this is happening
and how it impacts a firm or business
when women leave.”
Added previous WLD Chair Erica

Laughlin, while the issues of retention
and advancement of women are
familiar topics, they continue to
plague the profession. 
“A recent American Bar Association

study showed that law schools are
graduating equal numbers of men and
women but that statistic plummets
when it comes to the number of
women who remain and advance in
the practice of law,” she said. “Fewer
than half of the women graduating
from law school are making equity
partners at their firms.”
Both Albert and Laughlin agreed

that female lawyers face many unique
challenges.

“Women often find that as they are at
a time in their lives when they are
wanting to start a family, they are also
at a pivotal point in their careers as
they try to make partner,” said Laughlin.
“This dichotomy creates challenges for
women that often can feel insurmountable,
which leaves many who struggle with
the decision whether to even return
from their maternity leave. 
“We should be challenging our

firms to increase efforts focused on
developing programs targeted to
better support their women to address
this dilemma.”
“Retention and advancement are

huge issues for us and have been for a
long time,” added Albert. “We want
to help bring it to the forefront by
recognizing that these continue to be
prevalent issues in the legal profession
and present the business case for
addressing it. We want to explain to
the decision makers why women leaving
a firm or organization negatively
affects their business and provide
ideas and information that will help

implement programs and practices to
support and advance women.”
Plans for the Summit include opening

sessions featuring keynote speakers
and breakout sessions, concluding
with a final keynote presentation at
lunch. While the roster of speakers
and moderators will be finalized in the
next few weeks, the agenda of topics is
expected to include:
• Leaves of absence, including

negotiating leave-related benefits; tackling
challenges associated with returning
to work after a leave; and retention
issues facing firms and businesses;
• Roadblocks to the advancement

of women attorneys and how to cultivate
an environment that encourages the
development of women attorneys;
• Issues of interest to managing

partners and others holding executive
level positions, including how to identify
and overcome barriers to establishing

better programs that support women
and how to attract female talent;
• How to develop meaningful

women’s initiatives in a firm or
business, including a panel discussion
to highlight what types of programs
have worked for others, as well as how
to overcome the challenges of creating
programs that yield results.
“We are committed to presenting

an impressive array of speakers,” said
Laughlin. “We will examine these
issues beyond the surface level. Our
goal is for attendees to leave armed
with meaningful information so they
will be motivated and equipped to
return to their offices and make
positive improvements.
“This is an opportunity not only to

let women in your firm or organizations
know that these are topics that matter
to you and warrant your time, but that
you also want them to attend and
bring back their ideas.”
Added Albert, “The situation is

improving in some areas but we’re
still not where we need to be. This is an
opportunity to kickstart the conversation
and highlight how change can not only
improve conditions for women
attorneys but also how it can benefit a
law firm or business.”
More details on the WLD Summit

will be available soon. Those interested
in attending should watch upcoming
issues of the Lawyers Journal as well
as the WLD Sidebar, an email publication
sent to all WLD members. n

“

”

Aug. 22 CLE at PNC Park to
focus on legal issues in baseball
By Brian Knavish 

Nothing says summer like baseball.
And, in 2019, nothing says baseball
like legal issues.
As a way to keep members

informed on the latest legal happenings
on and around the diamond, the ACBA
Sports Law Committee is presenting
“The Laws of Baseball: 2019 Edition”
– a three-hour CLE to be held at PNC
Park on Thursday, Aug. 22 beginning
at 3 p.m. The program is open to all
ACBA members, and non-members, and
attendees will receive a complimentary
ticket to that night’s Pittsburgh
Pirates game.
The program will cover various

timely baseball legal issues, including
the status of the collective bargaining

What happened on February 28, 1870?

A C B A

CLE

Continued on page 7

Retention and advancement are
huge issues for us and have been for
a long time. We want to help bring
it to the forefront by recognizing
that these continue to be prevalent
issues in the legal profession and
present the business case for
addressing it. 

– Jessica Albert, WLD Chair
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resolve conflicts in less time, through 
processes that give parties and their 
lawyers more control over the outcome.

Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995

Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-406-5434

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

August
Bob Bernstein ........................412-456-8101

Christine Long ........................412-766-8660

William J. McKim ..................412-736-2672

September
John F. Becker ........................412-921-1605

James G. Gordon ....................412-232-0333

Cathy Martin ..........................412-586-6118

Experience. Responsiveness. Attention.

305 Mt. Lebanon Boulevard, Suite 205
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15234
412.571.9552 office
acornelius@ajciplaw.com
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Robert Steven Bonnett

Robert Steven “Steve” Bonnett, age
73, formerly of Pittsburgh, passed
away on Wednesday, April 24, 2019, at
Beebe Healthcare, in Lewes, DE. He
was born on May 22, 1945 in Cincinnati,
OH, son of the late Edward N. and
Virginia D. (Henderson) Bonnett.
Bonnett was a graduate of Shaler

Area High School in Glenshaw. He
then went on to earn a Bachelor of
Arts Degree from Marietta College in
Marietta, OH and a Juris Doctorate
Degree from University of Virginia
School of Law. Bonnett built a career
as an attorney in such firms as
Manning and Napier in Rochester, NY
as Executive Vice President of Exeter
Trust Company, PNC Securities

Corporation in Pittsburgh, PA as
Senior Vice President and Chief
Administrative Officer, and PNC Bank
in Pittsburgh, PA as Vice President of
the Trust and Investment Division.
He was an avid Pittsburgh Steelers

fan and also enjoyed golf, traveling, and
watching his grandchildrens’ various
sporting events, traveling frequently
to cheer them on for hockey and
lacrosse games. Bonnett was a founding
member of the Cummerbund Society,
which supported the Neonatal Care
Unit at Magee-Women’s Hospital in
Pittsburgh, and was President of the
Board of Directors for Big Brothers
and Sisters of Greater Pittsburgh. 
Above all, Bonnett cherished time

spent with those he held dear. He was
a loving and devoted son, husband,

father, grandfather, brother, uncle,
and friend who was loved by many
and will be deeply missed by all who
knew him.
In addition to his parents, Bonnett

was preceded in death by his
daughter, Heather Lynn Paul. He is
survived by his beloved wife, Audrey
(Fox) Bonnett; his son, Joshua E.
Bonnett (Jessica Silver); his daughters:
Sara E. Britt (Sean) and Kelly Paul
Stucker (Fred); his grandchildren: IV
Stucker, Olivia Stucker, Josephine
Stucker, Heather Stucker, and Jack
Britt; his brothers: David E. Bonnett
(Dorothy), J. William Bonnett (Marsha),
Michael Bonnett (Catherine), and
Daniel Bonnett (Kathy); his numerous
nieces and nephews; and his former
wife, Cynthia Jackson. n

THE FULL TEXT AND/OR HEADNOTES FOR THE CASES BELOW APPEAR IN
THE ONLINE, SEARCHABLE PLJ OPINIONS LOCATED AT WWW.ACBA.ORG.

In Memoriam

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Anthony M. Miranda, Ignelzi, J. .........................................................................................................Page 175
Criminal Appeal—DUI—Suppression—Stipulated Non-Jury Trial—Reasonable Suspicion to Support Traffic Stop

Defendant challenges decision not to suppress evidence following a traffic stop conducted after police see vehicle parked
but running in a residential area.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Martell Smith, Manning, P.J.E. ..........................................................................................................Page 179
Criminal Appeal—Homicide—Identification—Prima Facie Case—Habeas Petition—Arson

Defendant alleges the lack of a prima facie case for arson and homicide in this habeas petition.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Ozell Thomas*, Manning, P.J. ............................................................................................................Page 181
Criminal Appeal—SUFFICIENCY—Serious Body Injury—Mental State—Merger of Sentences—Accidental Injury

Defendant claims insufficient evidence to support his assault conviction stemming from possible abuse to his son.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Robert Havrilla, Tranquilli, J. ...........................................................................................................Page 183
Criminal Appeal—Sufficiency—Weight of the Evidence—Best Evidence Rule—Criminal Trespass—Probation Condition

Multiple issues related to trespass conviction after defendant accessed his neighbor’s home through the attic which covers
both the defendant’s and the neighbor’s home.

*This opinion was redacted by the ACBA staff. It is the express policy of the Pittsburgh Legal Journal not to publish the names
of juveniles in cases involving sexual or physical abuse and names of sexual assault victims or relatives whose names
could be used to identify such victims.

ACBA Website Design Program
Does your firm have an outdated website? No website at all? Are you looking to create a new online image for your practice? 
If so, the ACBA Website Design Program is your answer. Through the ACBA’s partnership with emBold, ACBA members 

can get a modern, professionally designed website at a very affordable price, with packages starting at $1,000.
For details, see ACBA.org/Websites. To get started, contact Brian Knavish, 

ACBA director of marketing and media relations, at bknavish@acba.org or 412-402-6620.
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As Pennsylvania has not yet adopted
the UBE, attorneys may not seek
admission in Pennsylvania based on a
transferred UBE Score. New York, Ohio,
West Virginia and Maryland have adopted
the UBE, therefore Pennsylvania is
now an island (with the exception of
Delaware) as to the UBE. 
The question of whether Pennsylvania

should adopt the UBE is a critical one
for law students, legal educators, legal
employers, and the legal profession
generally. Proponents of the UBE cite
the need to facilitate lawyer mobility, the

demands of modern multijurisdictional
practice, and the fact that law is the
only major profession that has not
adopted a uniform licensing exam.
While counseling law students, I am
frequently asked whether they should
sit for the bar exam in Pennsylvania
or sit for the UBE.  
One can’t just “take the UBE.”

Examinees must apply for admission
in a state that has adopted the UBE.
Once you do take the UBE, you earn a
score. Each state that has adopted the
UBE has adopted a minimum passing
score. Once the score is released, that
score becomes “portable” and can be
used to gain admission by transferred
UBE score in any other jurisdiction
where the score is sufficiently high to
gain admission. However, it’s not an
automatic admission; an examinee
still must apply and meet all character
and fitness qualifications of the
second jurisdiction. 
A passing bar exam score in Penn-

sylvania limits an applicant to
admission in Pennsylvania. This
creates difficulty for law school
graduates who want to practice in the
Philadelphia area, where many law
firms also serve clients in southern
New Jersey. In fact, prior to New Jersey
becoming a UBE state, it was virtually
a requirement for Philadelphia-based

lawyers to be admitted in both
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The
New Jersey bar used to be administered
on Wednesday and Thursday so that
an examinee could sit in Pennsylvania
for the PA essays and Multi-State
Exam on Tuesday and Wednesday, and
then sit for the New Jersey essays on
Thursday. Those graduates could be
admitted in two jurisdictions in one
bar exam sitting. As the UBE requires
participating jurisdictions to administer
the UBE on Tuesday/Wednesday, there
are no longer any states where one could
sit concurrently with Pennsylvania
and get admitted. 
While Pennsylvania does participate

in reciprocity with many U.S.
jurisdictions, one must have practiced
in Pennsylvania for five years imme-
diately preceding the date of filing the
application for admission. That is
little comfort for recent graduates
seeking to have geographically
diverse practice options. 
Opinions differ among individuals

serving in student services roles
within law schools regarding the
UBE. Dean Amy Wildermuth of the
University of Pittsburgh School of
Law is mindful of the UBE’s impact on
her graduates’ job opportunities.

P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G E

McMaster examines the practicality
of the Uniform Bar Examination
By Lori McMaster

“To UBE or not to UBE? That is the
question.” I’m writing this message
as recent law school graduates in
Pittsburgh and throughout the U.S.
are getting ready to take the July bar
exam. Please breathe deeply as your
own visceral, gut-wrenching memories
of that time return to you. Just keep
repeating: “I already passed the bar. I
already passed the bar.” 
As we approach the bar exam, I can

tell you that a central issue on many
people’s mind is whether Pennsylvania
will eventually adopt the Uniform Bar
Exam (UBE). The UBE is a test,
prepared by the National Conference
of Bar Examiners and administered
(or adopted for future administrations)
in 36 U.S. jurisdictions. It consists solely
of the Multistate Bar Examination
(MBE), the Multistate Essay Examination
(MEE), and the Multistate Performance
Test (MPT), and offers portability of
scores across state lines. The American
Bar Association has resolved to
encourage the adoption of the UBE.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court is
not currently moving towards
adoption of the UBE, in part due to
the potential financial impact to bar
applicants in the form of additional
licensing fees.  

LOCAL. EXPERIENCED. TRUSTED.

Your Financial Partner for Life.

Investment products are not FDIC insured, not guaranteed by the bank, may lose value,  
are not a bank deposit and are not insured by any federal government agency.
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At Dollar Bank, we understand that 

your company is much more than 

a professional endeavor. It’s your 

passion, your motivation – and the 

means by which you’re making all 

your other dreams come true.

Our experienced bankers offer ideas 

to help you with your long-term 

business plans. We provide a variety 

of traditional loans, lines of credit 

and credit cards. Plus, we have the 

right deposit accounts and cash 

management services to help you 

manage your finances with greater 

efficiency, control and confidence.

Let us provide you with the right tools, 

backed by our personal service, to 

meet your company’s financial goals. 

Let’s Talk @ 412.261.8130

       Equal Housing Lender. Member FDIC.
Copyright © 2019, Dollar Bank, Federal Savings Bank.
BUS483_19  

  STARTING A 
  RELATIONSHIP 
  WITH US 
  MAY BE JUST 
  WHAT YOU NEED.

YLD Networking Happy Hour
PHOTOS BY MARK HIGGS

Organizers at the Young Lawyers Division’s Young Professionals 
Networking Happy Hour gather for a photo. Pictured are, front, from left:
Brittney Wozniak, Maxwell Stanfield, Jenalee Morris, Lisa Kalberer;
back: Ben Gobel, David Quinn, Natalie Patura, Bridget Keefe and Julie
Brennan. The happy hour was held in Revel + Roost in downtown 
Pittsburgh on April 18.

Sarah Steers,
Genevieve Redd
and Taylor Gillan
were also part of
the rather 
substantial turn-
out at the happy
hour.

PHOTOS BY MARK HIGGS

The Young Lawyers Division hosted Spring VIP Happy Hour on May 23
at Eliza Hot Metal Bistro in Hotel Indigo. Shorebridge Wealth Management
sponsored the event. Pictured are, from left: Kyle Balliet and Reed
Natali of Shorebridge, Greg Landgraf, YLD Member Services Committee
chair; and Brian Knavish, ACBA marketing director. 

YLD Spring VIP Happy Hour

A host of VIPs and
attorneys gathered
at Hotel Indigo for
an evening of
speed networking,
along with
re f re s hmen t s .  
Pictured, Maria
Coladonato (left)
networks with VIP
Kathryn Scotti.
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The three tools law firms need to survive and thrive
For small firms, staying on top of

cases, growing the business, and getting
paid can become overwhelming. Many
small firms want to ensure they are
setup for success. Here are three of
the most important tools you need to
run an efficient law practice, and
continue to grow in a competitive
market throughout the year.

Automated marketing

When casework piles up, marketing
your business is probably one of the
last things you think about. Without
consistent marketing though, it is
next to impossible to continue to grow
your business.
Every person you meet, greet, or

correspond with should be in your
email list. If you are not collecting
email addresses or phone numbers,
you are throwing your hard earned
money away. The time when law firms
could rely on repeat or referral business
is over. Now you have to earn it, with
your reputation and savvy marketing.
Sending a once per month email

newsletter, blog digest, or frequently
asked question can be the difference
between the client choosing you…or
the law firm across the street. Want to
go the extra mile? Creating informative
free guides, eBooks, motivational
messages, or answers to frequently
asked questions are the most common
topics found in attorney email marketing.

Sharing your opinion, focusing on
the value of working with an experienced
attorney keeps the conversation going
about your services, and why you are
the right person to deliver them.
When a legal need arises, creative
communication and timing work in
your favor. Be the attorney that
people remember, recommend, and
refer…instead of forget.

Credit card and ACH payment
processing

When is the last time you saw
someone pull out their checkbook at
the grocery store? If it was recently,
you should have also noticed the
entire line cringe and sigh as it
happened. The fact of the matter is,
we’ve been trained to click, swipe, or
tap to pay. The thought of paper
payment is intimidating, frightening,
and seems like a bother. When a client
retains you, what is the expected
process for payments? Do you have
one? You should.
As a business owner, the smartest

thing you can do is remove every

obstacle to paying you for your services.
If you haven’t investigated digital
online payments, credit card processing,
or electronic check/ACH payments,
you need to – like yesterday.

Document automation tools

Time is money. The more of it you
spend on the tasks that technology can
manage for you, the less that ends up
in your bank account. Many small law
firms feel pressured to match or beat
the fees of their competitors. Clients
are self-educating on Google, or
comparing the costs of legal kits on
sites like Rocket Lawyer or Legal
Zoom. So how do you compete, without
losing money?

Become more efficient. Period.
With an already competitive market,

you can’t raise your fees, so where
does that leave you? You have to find
ways to eliminate errors, reduce
preparation time, and ensure that your
staff is following the same procedure
for each task or document type. Most

law firms use the same documents, or
template starting points, for a majority
of their transactional work. 
Instead of using ‘search & replace’

as your pseudo-paralegal, invest in a
document automation solution that
can execute the first bit of work for
you. Trim hours out of your day by
turning your most commonly used
documents, agreements, letters, work
product, and emails into templates.
Then auto-fill them with every detail
of client information you possibly can.
Whether you adopt one or more of

the solutions listed above, please keep
this in mind – the longer you wait, the
more firms move ahead around you.
Implementing a solution today means
better returns and security. So no
matter what you do, just start. Even if
it’s one small step at a time. n

See for yourself how LawPay can be
vital to your firm’s growth and success
by scheduling a personalized demo at
lawpay.com/member-programs/allegheny-
county-bar.

L A W  P R A C T I C E  M A N A G E M E N T

Find this page helpful? Want more
information and resources to help 
you run your practice? Check out the
ACBA’s Practice Management Center
at ACBA.org/PracticeManagement.

Articles wanted for the Lawyers Journal
If you have an idea for a substantive law article or would be
interested in authoring one, please email Jennifer Pulice at

jpulice@acba.org.
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ACBA continues to make annual trip to Harrisburg
By Shelly Anderson

The annual trip to Harrisburg by
key members of the Allegheny County
Bar Association has not been replaced
by technology. Skype, emails and the
like are fine, but are no substitute
for face-to-face meetings with state
legislators.
So, as always around the time the

state budget is being hammered out, a
contingent went to the Pennsylvania
capital June 10-11 for in-person
discussions.
“Two things,” Devin Winklosky,

ACBA PAC chair and one of those who
made the legislative trip, said. “One
is, they remember you because
you’ve taken the time to actually go
visit them personally. So that means
something to them.
“The other part of it is, we get to

hand-deliver our materials to them,
walk them through it, so they remember
much more clearly than if we’re trying
to talk to them over the phone or send
something through the mail. They can
stop and ask questions and there’s
some real-time feedback right there in
the room.”
In addition to Winklosky, the ACBA

traveling party included executive
director David Blaner, president-elect
Lori McMaster, outgoing president
Bryan Neft, Immediate Past-President
Hal Coffey and PAC vice chair Ron Hicks.
Chuck Kohling, a lobbyist from Buchanan
Ingersoll, set up the appointments, as
he has for several years.
The contingent addressed some key

ACBA concerns, including an opposition
to sales taxes on lawyers’ fees, the
concept of merit selection of appellate

judges, funding for public defenders
and legal services, funding for
courtroom facilities upgrades, and the
continuation of the daily Pittsburgh
Legal Journal.
Some of the several legislators they

met with were Speaker of the House
Mike Turzai, Democratic House caucus
leader Dan Frankel, Senate minority
leader Jay Costa and newcomers Pam
Iovino, a state senator, and Natalie
Mihalek, a state representative.

While instituting sales taxes on
lawyers’ fees is not something that has
come up for a vote, the ACBA group
wanted to make their position clear
because the issue does get discussed
at times.
Blaner finds the merit selection

topic intriguing but complicated.
“Our bar hasn’t taken an official

position on any legislation, although
we support generally the concept of
it – taking large campaign budgets out

of the appointment of judges and
selecting those people based on
merit,” he said. “But there’s a lot of
detail in that sort of thing. Who picks
the pickers, so to speak?”
“We also want to make sure that if

that goes anywhere, the people who
make those decisions are making it
based upon merit, there’s diversity,
there are adequate seats at the table.”
A longer-term concern has been

the funding for public defenders.
“Pennsylvania is the only state that

does not provide direct financial
support for the local public defenders
offices in the 67 counties,” Blaner said.
“It’s something we’ve been lobbying
about for years. We haven’t had any
success yet. We think that you have to
continue to prompt and remind people
that there’s a constitutional right if
somebody’s been arrested or charged
with a crime, they’re entitled to counsel
if they can’t afford it.”
Winklosky said Turzai was among

those who seemed supportive of funding
upgrades to the courtroom facilities.
“That’s one of the areas that we’ve

continually beat the drum to the
legislature, saying that our local court
facilities need a substantial infusion of
cash to upgrade them,” Blaner added.
“That hasn’t been heard. That’s
something that we’re going to try to
work on based upon our first request
for some dollars for technology
improvements.”
“The bar, we believe that facilities

need to be updated. We think our
members deserve that, and we think
the public deserves that.”

Page 6 / August 2, 2019

SUBMITTED PHOTO

David Blaner, Hal Coffey, Lori McMaster, Devin Winklosky, Bryan Neft
and Ronald Hicks Jr. attend the ACBA’s annual trip to Harrisburg. 

Continued on page 7
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MALLORY LABIK, CFP®, CDFA® 
Financial Advisor, Financial 
Planning Analyst

Surviving a divorce may be one of the most  
challenging times during one’s life.

 If you, or perhaps a client of yours, is considering a divorce,  
a Certified Financial Divorce Analyst (CDFA)® should be part of your team. 

At Fragasso, we can work alongside attorneys and other professionals to 
determine the best course of action from a financial standpoint. Having a 

financial expert assist you in this process can help take the emotion out of the 
decision-making process. We present the facts when considering settlement 

offers, projecting the impact a divorce can have on investments and stock 
options, taxes, education and retirement savings accounts and more.  

Our clients are provided with clear, concise and detailed guidance  
during this transition period and well after. 

  
Call Fragasso today to learn more about working with a CDFA®  

or to schedule your no obligation, no cost consultation. 

4 1 2.2 2 7.3 2 0 0   |   F R AGA S S OA DV I S O R S.CO M

Have you fully evaluated the  
long-term financial impact of divorce?  

EQUAL IS NOT ALWAYS EQUITABLE.

Investment Advice offered through Fragasso Financial Advisors, a registered investment advisor.

agreement, the process of player
representation, legalized betting on
games and safety measures designed to
protect fans, among many other topics.
“Baseball isn’t just about what

happens on the field anymore,
particularly with the advent of
legalized wagering on the games”
said ACBA member Dan Kunz, chair
of the Sports Law Committee. “It’s a
multifaceted, multi-billion dollar
industry that touches many legal
areas. We are assembling an expert
panel to cover some of the current, hot
button topics.”
One of the presenters will be ACBA

member Jay Reisinger, a sports
attorney who represents professional
athletes and certified agents in salary
arbitration proceedings, contract
analysis and negotiation strategy.
“The upcoming CBA negotiations

between Major League Baseball and
the Major League Baseball Players
Association will be the most important
in terms of impact since the advent of
free-agency in the 1970s,” said
Reisinger. “The stakes are as high as
they’ve ever been in the industry – for
both sides.”
Reisinger also has represented

professional athletes in performance
enhancing substance appeals and
other disciplinary matters, including
former American League MVP Josh
Hamilton and former all-star pitchers
Andy Pettitte and Roger Clemens,
among many other notable athletes. 
The MLB collective bargaining

agreement has been in the news in
recent months as numerous talented
veteran players remained free agents
into the season – or are still unsigned
– or signed deals that left them

CLE AT PNC PARK 
continued from front page

comparatively underpaid. Critics of
the current agreement point out that
there’s no longer a “middle class” for
MLB free agents and that rules
designed to increase competitiveness
among all teams are being side-
stepped. The notion that some small
market teams trying to circumvent
revenue-sharing rules has also been a
popular talk show topic.
In the wake of several severe fan

injuries resulting from foul balls going
into the stands in recent years, fan
safety at ballparks is another pressing
baseball topic. Last month, the Chicago
White Sox became the first MLB to
install safety nets down the entire foul
line at their home ballpark. Whether
or not other teams will or should
do the same is the focus of spirited
sports debates. 
“The panel will amaze you with the

variety of pitches they can serve up,”
said Kunz.
The event will include a compli-

mentary ticket to that night’s
Pittsburgh Pirates vs. Washington
Nationals game. And these aren’t
Peanut Heaven tickets; rather, they’re

on the field level in Section 107, right
down the first base line. Plus the
tickets are preloaded with $10 toward
concessions. 
Price for the three CLE credits and

the game is $50 for ACBA law students
and $150 for ACBA members, and
$175 for non-members. Want to bring
non-attorney family members or friends
to the game? You can purchase additional
tickets in the block for $40 each.
This three-hour CLE is part of the

newly revamped ACBA CLE program
that features more multi-hour programs,
a broader array of topics, a deeper
online CLE library and more.
“This is the first of what will be

many, three-hour, half-day and full-
day symposium-style programs,” said
Christina Daub, the ACBA’s Director
of Membership and CLE. n

Peanuts, Crackerjacks 
and Credits
What: The Laws of Baseball: 
2019 Edition
Credits: Three substantive credits
When: Thursday, Aug. 22 at 3 p.m.
Where: PNC Park
First pitch: Attendees receive a 
ticket to that night’s Pirates game
Register: www.ACBA.org or call
412-402-6614

“

”

The upcoming CBA 
negotiations between Major
League Baseball and the
Major League Baseball 
Players Association will be
the most important in terms
of impact since the advent of
free-agency in the 1970s.
The stakes are as high as
they’ve even been in the
industry – for both sides.

– Sports attorney Jay Reisinger

The ACBA group strongly supported
the Pittsburgh Legal Journal.
“Our bar association is the only bar

association in the country that owns
and publishes a daily legal journal,”
Blaner said. “There’s been proposed
legislation to eliminate the public
notice and legal notices. We say, this is
for the betterment of the client, the
betterment of the court systems that
there be access and notice. We
support legal notice in its current
form. We think that more sunshine is
better than less.”
In general, the group came away

impressed with the reception from
legislators on the 2019 trip.
“I actually came away with some

real positive feelings about this trip,”
Neft said.
Blaner agreed.
“Overall, we got good feedback and

we had good conversations with
people who really were interested in
hearing from our members and
officers as to what the needs are of
their clients and how the legislature
might be able to help solve some
problems,” he said. n

ANNUAL HARRISBURG TRIP 
continued from page 6

Correction:
Harvey Robins’s last name
was spelled incorrectly on

page 4 of the July 19 edition
of the Lawyers Journal.
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Mediation and Arbitration/
Civil Litigation

• Resolved over 2,000 cases through Mediation
and Arbitration (UM/UIM)

• Practicing Civil Trial Lawyer with over 38 years experience 
representing plainti�s and defendants (auto, premises, 
products liability, medical malpractice, bad faith,
workers comp)

• Knowledge of insurance coverage disputes and primary/
excess insurance coverages

• Member - Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny County

• Approved Mediator - U.S. District Court, Western District
of PA

• Invited Member - The National Academy of Distinguished 
Neutrals (NADN)

• Five years (2014-2018) Super Lawyers Selection

HARRY M. PARAS
Attorney at Law

428 Boulevard of the Allies
Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Phone: 412-391-8100

Fax: 412-391-9972

Email: hmp@harryparas.com

Website: www.harryparas.com

ACBF’s grant money from IOLTA rises significantly 
By Shelly Anderson

In a boost that can help make a
difference in several ways, the
ACBF’s grant money from IOLTA rose
significantly this year.
The ACBF is getting $164,000, up

from $104,600 last year.
“There was an increase in funding

for this grant cycle. We were anticipating
an increase of $1.3 million in IOLTA
funds,” said IOLTA board grant manager
Jim Swoyer. 
“You can explain this by a variety

of factors, but two likely causes are
the rising interest rates and an
increase in our outreach to financial
institutions. Another factor is that
there was an increase to the Access to
Justice Act funding, and this freed up
more IOLTA funding for the specialized
legal services grants.
“We’re incredibly grateful to have

this additional funding.”
So is Barbara Griffin.
She’s director of the ACBF’s Pro

Bono Center. The IOLTA grant money
goes to the ACBF, and the Pro Bono
Center does much of the work related
to the funds and acts as something of a
clearinghouse for a variety of services.
“The grant increase comes at a

great time because we have some new
programs that we can use this to
support,” Griffin said.
Those programs include:
• In conjunction with the new

Housing Court Pilot Project, the Pro
Bono Center is recruiting and coordi-
nating volunteer attorneys to provide
pro bono representation to low-
income individuals who are going
through a mediation process. 

• The center is assisting in coordi-
nating a process where attorneys can
get CLE credit for volunteer work
representing clients, as per a Pennsyl-
vania Supreme Court ruling last year.
The credit can be earned for doing pro
bono work referred through accredited
CLE providers, including the Pro
Bono Center.
“It has been very popular with

volunteer attorneys, but it comes with
some administrative tasks for our
staff, so we’ll be focusing on fully
implanting that program so that
lawyers can get CLE credit for the
great work that they’re doing,” Griffin
said, adding that the hope is that the
idea of earning CLE credit will
increase pro bono work.
• The center is increasing outreach

education on the Emeritus Rule, a
Pennsylvania Supreme Court action
that allows attorneys to be licensed
solely for the purpose of providing pro
bono legal services.
“Participation in that program has

been slow so far,” Griffin said. “The
hope is that more retired attorneys
will take advantage of it.”
In addition, the increase in grant

money allows the Pro Bono Center to
keep its part-time law student year-
round, Griffin said.
The ACBF’s annual application

requesting IOLTA funds “was about
the same as last year,” Griffin said,
although she noted that “our grant
application did describe our need for
legal services and all the ways that we
hope to serve people. We’re glad that
IOLTA recognized that we’re a valuable
part of providing free legal services in
Allegheny County.”

In addition to some of the direct
benefits from IOLTA grant money, and
the increase this year, the Pro Bono
Center can point to that support when
reaching out to other revenue sources.
While the IOLTA grant money is a

major revenue source, others must
be procured.
“It allows us to leverage other

funding sources because it shows that
we have a stable source of revenue,
and that we’re here to stay,” Griffin
said. “I think that’s attractive to the
other funders.”
“I think we’re a unique program,

and we pride ourselves on the way
that we collaborate with other legal
aid providers in Allegheny County and
with the courts and with the law schools
and with social services agencies.”
The IOLTA board recognizes that

and then some.

“The Foundation does an excellent
job as a direct provider of services,”
Swoyer said. “It resolves a high volume
of cases for a diverse group of clients
on a diverse group of legal issues, and
provides those high-quality services
in a very efficient and cost-effective
manner.”
“But it also plays a very unique and

vital role as a regional leader. It helps
facilitate the pro bono efforts of the
private bar and helps coordinate
cooperation among our legal aid
agencies. All of IOLTA’s other grantee
organizations in the area rave about
the support that they receive from the
foundation. They really are a critical
leader in the region.”
“Allegheny County Bar Foundation

in particular has been really an
excellent partner. We’re very happy to
support their work.” n
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“There are certainly drawbacks
and shortcomings to the UBE as the
Pennsylvania Bar Examiners have
wisely pointed out. The difficulty is
that, with so many other states adopting
it, we must begin to worry about
whether we are disadvantaged by not
adopting it,” she said.
Lauren Hartley, the Recruitment

Coordinator in the Career Services
Office of Dickinson Law, believes that
“the fact that Pennsylvania does not
use the UBE, while being surrounded
by states that do, puts Pennsylvania at
a competitive disadvantage and
encourages graduates who are not
committed to sitting for the PA bar or
are undecided about where to practice
to go sit for the UBE.  At Penn State
Law in particular, a higher and higher
percentage of the student body is
coming from out of state. In the long
run, firms may have more difficulty
attracting laterals from other states.”  
Richard Gaffney, Jr., Director of

Bar Studies at Duquesne University
School of Law notes “whether the
benefits of the UBE offset the negative
financial impact vary by student. The
majority of Duquesne graduates take
only the Pennsylvania bar examination
and do not plan to practice in other
jurisdictions. For them, the potential
benefit of admission to multiple
jurisdictions based on their UBE
score is not important, and the
increase in application fees would be
a net-negative. For a growing number
of Duquesne graduates who are either
required by their employer to obtain
license in other jurisdictions (notably,
West Virginia or New Jersey), or who
want the flexibility to find employment
in a different state, the UBE would

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
continued from page 3

provide a significant benefit and the
additional application fees would be
worth it.”
Robert Wible, Director of Academic

Success and Bar Exam Services at the
University of Pittsburgh School of
Law believes there is a lot to like
about the Pennsylvania Bar Exam.
“The Pennsylvania Board of Law
Examiners takes its mission of
“…protecting all individuals seeking
legal representation from unethical or
incompetent lawyers” very seriously.
My belief, absent any other consideration,
is that to be minimally competent in
the Commonwealth you should know our
laws. There are significant differences
in the laws of Pennsylvania – three
degrees of murder, quirky operation
of our co-tenancies, and unique Rules
of Civil Procedure.” Mr. Wible also
notes that the Pennsylvania essay
exams are more forgiving than the
UBE essays, which typically cover a
single-subject, and therefore leave
little wiggle room for an examinee. In
contrast, each Pennsylvania essay
question is balanced among several
subjects, with no more than approxi-
mately 50% of any one question being
dependent upon any single subject.
Mr. Wible likes the fact that, “if a
question tests Torts, PA Civil Procedure,
and PA Evidence, and the examinee
blanks on the particular rule of evidence,
they can still obtain the majority of
points for that particular essay.”
While Mr. Wible appreciates the
benefits of the UBE in terms of
increased portability for graduates, he
doesn’t believe that any of them
outweigh the Board of Law Examiners’
charge to protect the quality of legal
representation in the Commonwealth. 
Additional pressing concerns for

law school graduates (and law students)

are the financial and emotional
pressures of preparing for, and taking
the bar exam, while managing their
student loan debt.  This is an issue of
equal importance to law students and
legal employers alike. The total cost of
taking the Pennsylvania bar exam, if
one’s application is timely filed, is
$788. The cost of a commercial bar
preparation courses is $2,200 - $3,800,
bringing the total cost of preparing for
and sitting for the Pennsylvania bar
exam to $4,000. In addition to the
above fixed costs, law students are
advised to not work during the approx-
imate 10 weeks of bar preparation and
instead devote a minimum of 50-60
hours per week to their bar exam
study. Personal financial obligations in
the form of rent, food, car payments,
and insurance all continue during this
study period. There are bar exam
loans available, but at higher interest
rates than regular student loans.
Anecdotally, many law students are
rejected by lenders because, by that
juncture in their legal education,
students typically don’t have the
creditworthiness on their own and
their families are either unable or
unwilling to co-sign for a bar exam
loan.  I feel my own anxiety increasing
just by writing this paragraph;
imagine how a law student feels
grappling with these multiple issues
while contemplating their future
student loan repayment obligations
and conducting their post graduate
job search!  
Law schools are continuing to

innovate to provide a strong return on
investment for their graduates, however
student debt loans continue to be
daunting. The following are the
average law school debts reported by
US News & World Report for regional

2016-2017 graduates: Duquesne Law
($103,633); Pitt Law ($97,239); Penn
State-Main Campus ($93,406); Drexel
($91,744); Villanova ($87,786);
Dickinson ($81,718); and Temple
($73,589). Such levels of debt impose
a huge burden on graduates and also
pose a challenge for the legal profession
and the public that the profession
serves. Many small law firms are
unable to pay the salaries new attorneys
need to manage their student loan
debt, which can lead to attorney
turnover and the loss of monies
expended by law firms in training
junior associates. Law students who
would prefer to seek government or
public interest positions may feel less
able to accept such positions in light of
their student loans.  
I therefore encourage employers to

consider how they might ease the
burden of their newly hired junior
level attorneys. Whether by offering
to pay some or all of the $4,000 cost of
preparing for the bar exam, or providing
a stipend for living expenses while
studying for the bar, such offers would
go a long way in building employee
loyalty while alleviating the significant
financial burdens associated with
sitting for the bar exam. n

Order your 2019-20
Allegheny County Bar Association

Legal Directory today!
Visit www.ACB.org/ProductStore
or call 412-402-6612 for details.
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REGISTER TODAY.

www.ACBA.org  |  412-402-6614

UPCOMING CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
from the ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

Life and Disability Insurance – 
Protecting Lawyers’ Families from Debt 
Tuesday, Aug. 13  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Ethics credit

Understanding Allegheny County Environmental 
Law with the Allegheny County Health Dept.  
Tuesday, Aug. 20  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Substantive credit

The Laws of Baseball: 2019 Edition  
Thursday, Aug. 22  |  3 p.m.  |  PNC Park
3 Substantive credits

WLD Summit: Advancement and Retention of 
Women in the Legal Profession  
Tuesday, Aug. 27  |  9 a.m.  |  Marriott City Center
4 Substantive credits

Constitutional Rights in the Digital Age: 
Is There an App for That?  
Thursday, Aug. 29  |  10 a.m.  |  Koppers Building
2 Substantive credits

Shifting Landscapes: 
Adapting Your Firm to Emerging Liability Threats  
Thursday, Sept. 12  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Ethics credit

Consumer Data Protection in the Global Market: 
Compliance Issues in Post-GDPR World  
Friday, Sept. 20  |  9 a.m.  |  Koppers Building
3 Substantive credits

Making Government Benefits Work for You: 
Understanding Social Security and Medicare 
Thursday, Oct. 17  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1.5 Substantive credits

Check out our new,
expanded online CLE library.

More than 25 programs are available. 

For CLEs available anytime, see the 
ACBA Online CLE Center

at cle.acba.org.

Live Video Replays
 
In addition to our live CLE courses and online CLE offerings, we also 
offer Live Video Replays of many of our programs. Schedule a time to 
come in to the ACBA offices and watch a replay of a course at your 
convenience. Unlike online offerings, these “count” as live CLEs, not 
distance learning credits. For more information, visit www.ACBA.org/
CLEVideoReplayService or contact Howard Booth, the ACBA’s CLE 
Coordinator, at 412-402-6614 or hbooth@acba.org.

SAVE the DATE

Law Practice Management Symposium  
Tuesday, Sept. 10  |  8:30 a.m.  |  Koppers Building

6 Substantive credits



News and Notes
Beth Hackney

Boroumand, part-
ner at Family
Legal Center, LLC,
has been elected to
serve a two-year
term on the board
of directors of
Allegheny City
Central Associa-
tion. As a board
member, she will
help develop hous-
ing, guide public

space and public safety improvements,
initiate youth development programs
and lead historic preservation efforts
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Beth Hackney
Boroumand

in the Central Northside neighborhood
of Pittsburgh.

Kerri Lee 
Cappella, a princi-
pal in the family
law firm Gentile,
Horoho & Avalli,
P.C., has been
appointed to the
position of Penn-
sylvania Chapter
Secretary of the
American Academy
of Matrimonial
Lawyers, effective
July 1. In this

capacity, she joins the chapter’s Board
of Managers. Additionally, she will

Bar Briefs

Lawyers’ Mart

412.325.7700 • www.johnstonlykos.law

Employment
Where

Meets The Law

Johnston Lykos provides clients with advice, 
counseling and representation in all aspects 
of employment law, including illegal workplace 
discrimination, harassment and retaliation.

Colleen Ramage Johnston Nikki Velisaris Lykos

Pittsburgh, PA

Employment Law Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

(412) 338-1195 | www.rothmangordon.com

SAMUEL CORDES has been 

recognized in the media for 

excellence in Employment & Labor 

Law. When you need experience, 

tenacity, and smarts. When you 

need the best.

“ Excellent; one of the best. An 
extremely creative lawyer, which 
makes him dangerous for the 
opposition.”

       -Pittsburgh Tribune Review

“ The archangel of employment 
rights in Western Pennsylvania.” 

       -Pittsburgh Tribune Review

“ Extremely smart in the scholarly 
sense and has that practical 
street smart sense. You don’t 
see that combination in too 
many lawyers.”

       -Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

“ Smart, and highly-rated for 
employment litigation. Juries 
love him.”

       - Chambers USA—America’s 
Leading Business Lawyers

continue to serve on the Pennsylvania
Chapter Board of Examiners and 
Co-Chair its Program Committee. The
Academy consists of 1,650 attorneys
nationwide whose mission is to provide
leadership that promotes the highest
degree of professionalism and excellence
in the practice of family law. Academy
Fellows are generally recognized by
judges and attorneys as preeminent
family law practitioners with a high
level of knowledge, skill and integrity.
Cappella’s practice focuses exclusively
on the area of matrimonial law.

Change in Status
By Order of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, attorney Peter Jude
Caroff has been placed on temporary
suspension from the Bar of this 
Commonwealth. The suspension took
effect on June 7.

By Order of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorney Michael J.
Chutz has been reinstated to active
status as a member of the Bar of this
Commonwealth. The reinstatement
took effect on June 4.

Kerri Lee
Cappella

APPRAISALS
ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
2005. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified 
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

ECONOMIST/VOC. EXPERT
WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D. – 25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report. 
1-888-620-8933.

ESTATE PLANNING
IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW

Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OFFICE SPACE
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE IN MT. LEBANON – Workspace
sharing designed for lawyers! Newly renovated:19 private
offices and shared 3 conference rooms, reception area,
kitchen and parking. Starting at $599/month. Daily,
weekly, virtual offices available. 412-253-4622 -
ogclaw.net/law-office-spaces.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 412-921-
4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.


